A spectroscopic support survey of 103 objects observed by the MOST satellite is presented; 96 are variable stars with 83 of them being new MOST variable-star detections or stars with variability types verified and/or modified on the basis of the MOST data. Analysis of 241 medium-resolution spectra using the broadening-functions formalism yielded radial velocities, projected rotational velocities (for 31 targets for which it was possible) and spectral type estimates. Seven new spectroscopic binaries were discovered; orbital solutions are given for two of them (HD 73709,. The visual binary HD 46180 was found to be composed of two close binary stars (eclipsing and non-eclipsing one) very probably forming a physical quadruple system.
INTRODUCTION
MOST (Microvariability & Oscillations of STars) is a microsatellite dedicated to detection and characterisation of variability of stars. It uses a 15-cm telescope which feeds a CCD photometer through a single, custom, broadband optical filter (350 -700 nm). The pre-launch characteristics of the mission are described by Walker et al. (2003) and the initial post-launch performance by Matthews et al. (2004) . Although the main goal of the mission was to study pulsations of stars, continuous photometry of selected fields led to discovery of many new variables of different types. Several new variables were found among guide stars used to accurately point the telescope. After the failure of the CCD used for the satellite stabilization in January 2006, the number of guide stars utilized for this purpose in the science CCD was increased to a few dozen per field which led to detection of many variable stars. Observations in a single, wide-band filter and small photometric amplitudes often prevented correct determination of variability type for newly discovered objects. The brightness range where spectroscopic information is poor or absent is typically within 8 < V < 11.
While not all of some 150 initially selected targets have been observed in this program, we have decided to publish our results because the David Dunlap Observatory was ⋆ Based on spectroscopic data from the David Dunlap Observatory, University of Toronto closed on 2008 July 2 and no longer functions. Because we have no access to a similar 2-metre class telescope and because the current data form a homogenous and uniform sample, this survey is published in the present form, as one of the last legacies of this venerable observatory.
The present paper gives for the survey targets (i) an estimate of the spectral type, (ii) radial velocity (for most of stars just one observation is available), (iii) the projected rotational velocity, for cases of v sin i > 30 km s −1 . The spectral type was estimated on the basis of the best template producing the integral of the broadening-function (BF) closest to unity (see Section 3). For a few stars previously known or discovered by us to be spectroscopic binaries, we present radial velocities for individual components and preliminary orbits. MOST photometry of the newly discovered eclipsing binaries will be presented in a separate paper. Analysis of variables (including eclipsing binaries) in the field of M67 is given in Pribulla et al. (2008) . We note that many new variables are δ Scuti or γ Doradus pulsators, where estimates of the spectral type and the projected rotational velocity, v sin i, are important data for the asteroseismology modelling.
SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
Spectroscopic observations were obtained using the slit spectrograph in the Cassegrain focus of 1.88m telescope of the David Dunlap Observatory (DDO). The spectra were taken (BF) -spectral type estimated from the BF strength; # -number of observed spectra; RV -the mean radial velocity; v sin i -projected rotational velocity; Multiplicity -as observed; Photometric variability type according to MOST observations. The abbreviations used: dScut -δ Sct pulsations, eclBin -eclipsing binary, gDor -γ Dor pulsations, LPV -Long-Period Variable, PMSpre-main sequence variable, RGpuls -pulsating red giant. Few constant stars were also observed (given without variability type)
Notes on individual systems: HD 965 -inconsistent rotational velocity: while our spectra indicate v sin i < 20 km s −1 , Uesugi & Fukuda (1970) give v sin i = 90 km s −1 HD 9014 -SB2 composed of rapidly rotating F-type component with v sin i = 212±3 km s −1 and slowly rotating much fainter component (L 2 /L 1 ≈ 0.04) with projected rotational rate below our spectral resolution GSC 2816-2176 -according to Daniel et al. (1994) it is SB1 system. Our spectra, however, show two components of similar brightness HD 32704 -relative intensity of components in BFs was found to significantly vary HD 46180A -similar to HD 9014, rapidly rotating component has v sin i = 125±2 km s −1 , ratio of intensities of components is L 2 /L 1 = 0.11 ± 0.03 HD 61199 -our BF is blend of three components, separate RVs not determined GSC 1472-0811 -TiO absorption strength indicates M3-4III spectral type GCVS designations: HD 6242 = CQ Psc, HD 9289 = BW Cet, HD 258857 = V848 Mon, GSC 0814-0889 = ES Cnc, BD+18 2797 = XZ Boo, HD 209775 = V377 Peg in a spectral window of about 240Å around the Mg I triplet (5167, 5173 and 5184Å) with an effective resolving power of R = 12,000 -14,000. The diffraction grating with 2160 lines/mm was used with the sampling of 0.117Å/pixel.
The region of the magnesium triplet has been used throughout the extensive short-period binary program (see Rucinski et al. (2008) for the most recently published paper of the DDO series) and we continued using it for this survey. The Mg I triplet feature serves exceedingly well for majority of late spectral types. Because of size constraints, short-period binaries with orbital periods shorter than one day which were observed during the binary program were practically all of late spectral types. For stars earlier than A0, however, the magnesium triplet becomes very weak and practically unusable for extraction of any radial velocity and broadening information. Even for mid-A type stars, metallic lines are weak and a high S/N is required. Therefore, several spectra of stars earlier than about A1 were found to be unusable and thus discarded from this survey. Three targets, HD 31919, HD 32884 and HD 45972, which were included in the survey and assumed to have sufficiently late spectral types for the Mg I observations, were found later to be too early; they have been omitted from the tables.
One-dimensional spectra were extracted by the usual procedures within the IRAF environment 1 after the bias and flat-field photometric correction of the original frames. Cosmic-ray trails were removed using a program of Pych (2004) .
The current survey was limited to objects north of −15
• , and stars brighter that V = 11.5. The data were obtained between 2007 November 13 and 2008 June 19. Because of the observatory closure, most of the targets were observed only once or twice and the goals of the survey were only partially fulfilled. In total, 241 spectra of 103 MOST targets (96 of them being photometrically variable) were obtained. An overview of the systems and their observations is given in Table 1 . The dates of all spectroscopic observations are given in Table 3 listing the mean observed RVs for single and multiple stars, respectively. Selected BFs of spectroscopic binaries and triple systems are shown in Fig. 1 . In addition to the program stars, several template spectra were observed (see Table 2 ) to be used in the broadening function determination (see the next Section 3). The templates were selected to be of stars with low projected rotational velocities (especially for A and F spectral types), known spectral types and constant radial velocities (hereafter RVs). Our template sequence is sufficiently continuous for the broadening function applications except for a gap between A1V (HD 72660) and F2V (HD 128167), where we could not find any suitable templates having a low projected RV. Several RV standards were also observed to ascertain their reliability within our RV system.
ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA
The observations were analyzed using the technique of broadening-functions (BF), described in Rucinski (1992 Rucinski ( , 2002 , using spectra of slowly rotating stars of similar spectral type as templates. The directly extracted BFs were smoothed by a convolution with the Gaussian function to match the spectral resolution of the spectrograph. Smoothing with σ = 1.5 pixels (10 km s −1 ) was found to be appropriate for most BFs; a few BFs which were very noisy were smoothed using σ = 2 pixels.
Because the observing time available for the observations was rather limited, mainly due to poor weather at DDO during the time of the survey and -later -due to the observatory closure, no low-resolution classification spectra were taken for direct spectral type and luminosity class estimates, as had been originally planned. The spectral types were, however, determined by finding a template (listed in Table 3 ) matching the observed spectrum best. For the best fitting template the integrated BF strength is expected to be unity. This rough spectral-type estimate is possible because the wavelength range contains only metallic lines and their strength is increasing with decreasing temperature to about K5 spectral type where molecular bands start to be prominent. Therefore using progressively later templates for a given spectrum results in decreasing BF integral. For few stars we either could not achieve a good template match to the spectrum or the BF strength was not decreasing monotonically with progressively later-type templates. This typically occurred for stars later than K2-5 or B and A stars (some of which are probably chemically peculiar). For those stars, the spectral-type estimate based on the BF strength is not given (see Table 1 ). Except for the dwarf templates, we observed a few giants covering the range of spectral types of G8III to M3III. We noticed that using a dwarf template for the spectrum of a giant results in a significant depression around the resulting BF base. This could be used for a very approximate guess at the luminosity class. For targets showing such a depression which strongly indicates a luminosity class II-III, the spectral type in Table 1 was augmented by "(G)" (giant). In any case the spectral-type estimates should be regarded as very approximate because the BF strength is expected to depend not only on the temperature but also on the metallicity. Determination of v sin i for low projected rotational velocities is limited by the spectral resolution (R = 12 000 − 15 000) setting a lower limit at about 15 -20 km s −1 . The Gaussian profiles were fitted to BFs of slowly rotating stars with v sin i < 30 km s −1 to determine RV; for those stars only the RV and estimated spectral type is given. For rapidly-rotating stars, the RVs and projected rotational velocities, v sin i, were determined by fitting rotational profiles to the extracted broadening functions, as described in Pribulla et al. (2006) . Because the shape of the theoretical rotational profile depends (weakly) on the limb darkening in the 5184Å spectral window, the limb darkening coefficient was adopted from extensive tables of van Hamme (1993) according to the estimated spectral type.
Precision of the RV measurements is defined by random errors (influenced mainly by the S/N ratio of spectra, Table 3 . Radial velocities and their standard errors for all single stars, SB1 and SB2 systems and triple system ES Cnc (the full table is available only in electronic form, here RVs are given for first three SB2 systems and one single star). The column denoted as "Temp." gives the template number used to extract BF and determine the RVs referring, as in the first column of Table 2 . The components were designated according to observed relative brightness with the component 1 assumed being always the brighter one. The RV for SB2 systems is given if the components could be separated only. Type of the function to fit to BFs is given either as G (Gaussian) or R (rotational profile) in the columns denoted "Fit". Radial velocity is not given for observations of SB2 or triple systems leading to inseparable peaks in BFs.
HJD
Temp width and intensity of components in the extracted BFs) and by systematic effects of spectrograph flexure which are rather hard to quantify. Our observations did not utilize a iodine cell and telluric spectral lines were not present in our spectral window so no simple, external checks on the RV zero-point were available. We attempted to assess the stability of our RV system by using multiple observations of bright standard stars. For such stars having at least 5 spectra, the first spectrum of a given star was used as a template and the RVs were then determined fitting the (obviously very narrow) Gaussian function to the extracted BFs for the remaining spectra. As expected, the scatter within such samples depends on the spectral type of the standard and decreases for late-type standards with large numbers of strong lines in their spectra. Along the spectral sequence, we obtained: HD 97633 -A2V, σ = 1.13 km s −1 , HD 128167 -F2V, σ = 0.91 km s −1 , HD 102870 -F8.5IV-V, σ = 0.84 km s −1 , and HD 144579 -G8V, σ = 0.59 km s −1 . Hence, one can expect systematic deviations of individual RVs to be at the level of typically less than about 1.0 -1.2 km s −1 . This effectively means that for measurements with formal standard errors given in Table 3 smaller than about 0.5 -1.0 km s −1 , the systematic errors dominate in the error budget. The resulting RVs for most observed systems are given in Table 3 (not given for binaries and multiples with complicated blends of components). With many targets observed just once, we cannot exclude a possibility that we missed several SB1 systems or SB2 systems observed close to their spectroscopic conjunctions.
BINARY AND MULTIPLE SYSTEMS
Spectroscopic observations showed that part of the targets are double or triple systems (see Fig. 1 ). RVs of individual components in these cases were determined by the same procedures as described in Pribulla et al. (2006) . In the case of SB2 systems, double rotational or Gaussian profiles were fitted to the components, depending on the rotational broadening of the lines; the fitted functions are indicated in Table 3 . For the triple system ES Cnc, the third (slowly-rotating) component was first removed after a multi-component Gaussian model was fit to the observed BFs; the profiles of the binary components were then approximated by rotational profiles. For the triple systems HD 61199 and HD 75638, where components are always blended, no individual RVs could be determined.
The present survey has led to detection of 7 new spectroscopic binaries: HD 9014 (GSC 5276-0313), HD 32704 (GSC 4758-0066), HD 46105 (GSC 0158-2674), HD 46180 (GSC 0154-2360) where both visual components are SB2, GSC 0814-0323, HD 345468 (GSC 2141-0922; components always blended), and HD 345479 (GSC 1628-2407; a marginal detection). Prior to the present spectroscopic survey, MOST photometry showed that HD 46180, and GSC 0814-0323 contain eclipsing binaries.
All spectroscopic binaries in NGC 752 observed within this survey were already detected by Daniel et al. (1994) . This applies to GSC 2816-2068, GSC 2816-2176, GSC 2816-2273, and GSC 2816-2276. Unfortunately, the authors did not give any details regarding the orbital periods or preliminary spectroscopic orbits. The most interesting and important is GSC 2816-2068, which was found to be an eclipsing binary with P = 15.52 days with eclipses about 0.11 mag deep. Four systems, GSC 0814-0323, HD 73709, HD 46180, and HD 75638 deserve special attention (see the following subsections). Notes for other systems are given below the main table (Table 1) .
The spectroscopic elements (case of GSC 814-323 and HD 73709) were determined by the differential corrections optimization. 
GSC 0814-0323
The only newly discovered SB2 (and a eclipsing binary discovered by MOST) for which we have enough data to obtain a preliminary spectroscopic orbit is GSC 0814-0323, located in the sky close to the open cluster M67. The ratio of component luminosities, as estimated from the BFs when the components are split, is about L2/L1 ∼ 0.29. With orbital period as long as 68 days, and with the obvious presence of eclipses, the orbital-plane inclination must be very close to 90
• so that the projected masses of components, M1 = 1.39 ± 0.08 M⊙ and M1 = 0.96±0.06 M⊙ must be close to the true ones. The predicted spectroscopic conjunction, HJD 2 453 547.35 ± 0.86, occurs 8 days earlier than predicted by an eclipse observed by MOST and using the spectroscopic period. There is a single radial velocity measurement of GSC 0814-0323 at HJD 2 441 321.88 published by Mathieu et al. (1986) , giving RV = 12.6 ± 0.5 km s −1 . The measurement probably refers to the brighter component of the visual pair and hence to the primary component of the eclipsing system. The light curve of GSC 0814-0323 was discussed in a paper dedicated to MOST photometry of M67 field ).
HD 73709
HD 73709 was found to be SB1 by Abt & Willmarth (1999) who determined the following orbital elements: P = 7.2204(1) days, V0 = 34.6(1) km s −1 and K = 31.2(2) km s −1 , based on 30 RV measurements over 3 years. MOST photometry showed that the star is an eclipsing binary with P = 7.22 days, which is compatible with the spectroscopic determination. The system is a high-probability member of the Praesepe cluster. Our new RVs were combined with those of Abt & Willmarth (1999) to refine the orbital elements. Since the orbital eccentricity was found to be insignificant, we assumed the circular orbit. All RVs and the combined solution are shown in Fig. 2. 
HD 46180
HD 46180 (GSC 0154-2360) is close visual pair in NGC 2244 composed of components of V = 9.1 + 9.3 at θ = 82
• , and ρ = 5.2 ′′ (Mason et al. 2001) . The stars were oriented almost along the spectrograph slit which enabled us to simultaneously obtain spectra of either of the components on nights with the best seeing. Our spectroscopy shows that each of the visual components is a binary star so that HD 46180 is a quadruple system. Unfortunately, we were able to obtain only 10 spectra of the brighter visual component and 4 of the fainter one (on other nights it was blended with the brighter component), which has prevented us to determine the respective orbital periods. MOST satellite photometry refers to the whole quadruple system and shows that one of the binaries is an eclipsing one with the period of P = 3.09 days and the photometric amplitude of only 0.02 mag. The present data indicate that the brighter component of the visual pair is the variable one.
HD 75638
HD 75638 (GSC 0814-0601) is a visual triple system WDS 08515+1208 consisting of components A (V = 8.28), B (V = 10.17) and C (V = 11.8). Our spectroscopy refers to the pair AB, ρ = 1.4 arcsec, which could not be separated on the DDO spectrograph slit. The pair AB was suspected to be an SB3 system in the survey of Nordstroem et al. (1997) . Their analysis of 13 spectra showed two measurable components with v1 sin i = 80 km s −1 and v2 sin i = 10 km s −1 , temperatures T1 = 7000K, and T2 = 6750K, and a luminosity ratio of 0.10. A preliminary orbit for the fainter component was given: P = 5.8167(9) days, V0 = 11.05(91) km s −1 , K1 = 28.9(12) km s −1 , e = 0.083(56), and ω = 322(28)
• . The spectroscopic orbit most likely corresponds to the motion of the blend of a faint pair seen as component B.
The MOST photometry showed very shallow (∆m = 0.013) eclipses giving a preliminary mid-eclipse ephemeris, HJD 2 454 145.85 + 5.81 × E, in good accord the spectroscopic result of Nordstroem et al. (1997) (see Pribulla et al. (2008) ). Our spectroscopic results are related to the AB components. The broadening functions (Fig. 1) show the brighter, rapidly-rotating component (v sin i ≈ 85 km s −1 ) to be stationary in the radial velocity; this star is most likely the A component of the visual pair. The fainter component B occasionally splits into two. All three components are always blended, suggesting that a high-resolution spectroscopy will be necessary to reliably define orbits of both components.
CONCLUSIONS
The medium dispersion spectroscopic survey of the variable stars discovered by the MOST satellite was planned to include some 150 targets observed several times to fully ascertain types of variability. This has not been possible because of the DDO observatory closure. We publish here radial velocities and spectral type estimates for 103 MOST targets, 96 being variables with 83 of them being new MOST detections. For 31 targets, we give the projected rotational velocities v sin i.
The survey resulted in the discovery of seven new spectroscopic binaries. For two of these binaries (HD 73709, and GSC 0814-0323), which were found to show eclipses by the MOST satellite photometry, preliminary spectroscopic orbits were determined. HD 46180 was found to be composed of two binary stars forming, very probably, a physical quadruple system. According to the MOST photometry, one of the binaries is eclipsing. The newly discovered spectroscopic binaries will require further spectroscopy to refine their orbital periods and the remaining orbital parameters.
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